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1. Introduction 

The reoent interest in nultipartide 

production processes on nuelei vas trig

gered by re— discovering their *enigmatip 

simplicity" which has been known to cosmic 

ray physioists for over 20 years:the mean 

multiplicity and angular distributions of 

relativistio secondaries produoed on nuolei 

do not differ markedly from what emerges 

from p-p collisions. This reluctance of 

nuolei to multiply partioles generated on 

one nuoleon of the target nucleus is illus

trated in Pig. 1. It shows the relative 

multiplicities 

average no of relativistio partioles 
r> _ produoed on nuoleus 

average no of relativistio partioles 
produoed on proton 

" nuoleus 
•a 
" hydrogen 1.1 

for particle production in nuolear emulsion 

as measured in experiments and calculated 

from intra-nuclear cascading . R measures 
the ability of the target nuoleus to multi

ply partioles produced on one nucléon. 

Vhen R a X there is no multiplication. 
Ve see that while oasoading processes at 

very high energies would lead to consider

able multiplication what we, in fact, see 

is a very weak "response" of the nuoleus. 

What Fig. 1 tells us is that the spaoe-

-tinte evolution of hadron final states 

cannot be trivially described by cascading 

in the target. Processes of oasoading are 

very well known in physios from the electro

magnetic eleotron-positron cascades gener

ated by very high energy electrons emitting 

bremsstrahlung in condensed media. There, 

one usually assumes that this bremsstrahl

ung Cwhich subsequently produces eleotron-

positron pairs which, in turn, radiate 

photons etc) is a sum of radiations from 

consecutive collisions of the fast electron 

with atoms of the target. Indeed, such a 

picture is, in general, very well borne 

out by experiment with some small but sig

nificant exceptions which were first 

predioted by Landau and Pomeranouk and 

later oonfirmed experimentally : when the 

electron is very fast andywhile producing 

a photon,oan undergo more than one virtual 
collision there is a damping of production. 

So, there we have an example from a olass 

of phenomena where early stages of evolu

tion of produoed systems take plaoe over 

large longitudinal distances and the ob

served deviatons from cascading signal us 

the interactions of something else than 

the physical, well defined, partioles. 

How much the mechanism of damping of 

production in hadron-nuoleus interactions 

is similar to the Tondau-Pomeranouk meoh-
3 5 

anisnr is an open question . There is, 

however, a commonly accepted point of view 

that the role of large distances and long 

time intervals is of primary importance in 

description of high energy interactions »'*J 

At present the most often used pioture of 

the spaoe-time evolution of produoed hadron 

final states is a hybrid pioture of multi-

peripheral model, Regge-model, parton.«odel 

and "soft" field theory. A representative 

selection ot these strongly overlapping 

models one oan find in refs 8 ' 9 ' 1 0 ' 1 1 . 

In all of them the longitudinal distance 

over which production takes place is given 

by a time dilated characteristic time 

(ve take t) a c a / ) : 

1.2 

where £ is the energy of the produoed 

par tide, rr\ its mass. Thus very high 

energy partioles are produoed over distances 

which may beoome as large as the radii of 

is interesting to note that Landau 

himself introduced these oonoepts into 

hadronic interactions through a relativistio 

hydrodynamio model, very different from the 

mechanism he and Pomeranouk proposed at 

about the same time for high energy eleetro-

magnetio interactions in condensed media . 
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nuclear targets. This leads, in general,.to 
reduotion of multiplicity of produced par
ticles . 

Does the Internal structure of inter
acting hadrons play an important role in 
production? In other words can we learn 
something about the internal structure of 
hadrons from hadron-nucleus interactions 
which would be more than we can get from 
analyzing hadron-nuoleon collisions? This 
is not clear. Most of the experimental 
data on hadron-nucleus collisions are on 
prooesses with low average Pi of produoed 

, 12 \ 
particles (see e.g. the review ) , Conse
quently one might expect that such proces
ses are not very sensitive to e.g. quark 
structure of hadrons and that in interpret
ing them one might get away with just a 
general notion of relevant longitudinal 
distances (1.2} without explloitely in
volving internal struoture of hadrons. In 
faot. we shall argue that this is possible 
1 3 ' . On the other hand the data is still 

12 
far from being detailed and, with fur
ther progress of experiments, one may 
expeot seeing some nontrivial signals of 
quark parton struoture even in the low-
pj_ production. The first steps to relate 
measurable quantities with quark struoture 
in low-At production prooesses in hadron-
nuoleus collisions look quite encouraging 
15,16 

« 
One can hardly avoid discussing quark 

(parton) structure when data on large-b. 17 18 19 ' production is analyzed" ' , This is 
at present THE METHOD to understand hadron-
nuoleon large -A and lepton-nucleon deep 
inelastic prooesses, thus one should accept 
it as a starting point of large-pj. and 
deep inelastic hadron-nuoleus and lepton-
nuoleus prooesses. Here, it is reasonable 
to aooept that one or more constituents 
are being knocked out of a nuoleon in the 
target nuoleus and fragment into hadrons 
while traversing nuoleus. Aotually there 
are possible experiments whloh may look 
direotly at the process of quarks easoading 
in nuolel. These are multihadron product
ion prooesses in deep inelastio electron 

. —nucleus 
(muonj - nuoleus and neutrino interactions. 
By selecting events with small Bjorken 

scaling variable co one is assured that 
the incident lepton interacts with just 
one nuoleon in the nucleus, consequently 
multihadron production must result from 
a cascading quark. Since all this happens 
inside of nuclear matter, the analysis of 
such events is of great importance for 
understanding of quark interactions with 
hadronic matter. Although the existing 
experimental data are still very modest 
20 21 

' attempts of such an analysis have already been made 20 

-nuoleus interactions 
2 Ca) Hadron-nuoleus interactions 

One measures the total multiplicities 
and various differential multiplicities of 
produced partioles, the total and total 
production oross sections and inclusive 
cross sections. These quantities are 
inter-related. Indeed, let the oross 
seotion for production of n particles 
with momenta yO,- ... p„ be <Tn (p,• •• • fr, ) 
The inclusive cross section for producing 
one partiole with momentum Pi is 

E, de _ dsr 

I " r~»ct'-\t»] -7. <% d% 

2.1 

where # - z ^ ^ 
is the rapidity. After integrating (̂2.1 ) 
over f̂̂ Ai and dividing by cross section 
for production of one partiole 0~~ — 

^fi<P>'~h)VX->--£' one obtains 
the average density of partioles at rap
idity .̂ 

/ da- _ ^?i 
3~ Ay_ ~~ CLM 

The total multiplicity is therefore 

n ' S ^ % . 2.3 
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When only angular distributions can be 

measured (e.g. In all experiments with 

emulsion) , instead of rapidity,, U , the 
pseudorapidity, n J is used 

universal function well represented by 

1- log tan 
Z.k 

The relation between X and is 

2.5 

and it turns out that differences I U — 0\ 
are for fast secondaries typically 4 0.3 

/for a numerical example see ref 27). 
*• describe 

Ve shall briefly a few representative 

pieces of data which will be discussed in 

more detail in the next sections. Ve shall 

not disouss the data where energies of in

cident hadrons are lower than ~" 20 GeV. 

While looking at the data we should remem

ber that the targets are oomposed of many 

nucléons and there may be recoiling nuclé

ons or groups of nucléons present among 

secondaries. Although they can be identi

fied reasonably safely in most experiments 

one should be aware of this small contami
nation. The average transverse momentum 

of produced particles p>± s 0.5 GeV. This 

fact has been known from cosmic ray experi

ments for more than 20 years. So, the main 

bulk of production is low- p± production. 

Large-p.! partioles constitute just a small 

fraction of average multiplicities. 

Fig. 2 shows the total relative multi

plicities as defined by(l.l). The target 

nuclei {from C to I/)are defined by the 

average number of collisions y as de

fined in the Appendix. R appears to be, 

at least for incident protons and pions 

of various energies, an approximately 

*̂)()ne oan compute A from an approximate 

formula valid, because of energy indepen

dence of oross sections, for a very wide 

range of energies. For pions A = 3.33V , 

for protons A = 3.16 y . 

R 2 * 2 
2.6 

which is also shown in Fig. 2. Again we 

can see that even the heaviest nuclei 

oannot even triple the hadron-nucleon 

multiplicity. Note that (2.6) implies 

that the relative total multiplicity is 

proportional to the number of hit nucléons 

/? s •» W~ (see the Appendix for the defini
tion of W ) . Whether this indeed is the 
"right" parameter to give total multipli

cities one may test in nuoleus-nuoleus 
29 collisions where there is no relation 

between V and W . The existing data on 

multiplicity distributions in nucleus-

nucleus interactions at ~ 20 GeV/nucleon 
30 give preference to w •* . 

The average density of particles 
Cr&V 

produced in <t00 proton - emulsion inter

actions at a given pseudorapidity 0 is 

shown in Fig. 3 . Also the same density 
CreV 

for proton-proton Interactions at 4O0 is 

sketched there. Ve oan see that the main 

bulk of multiplication of partioles comes 

from the oentral and small pseudorapidities 

(rapidities^. At large rapidities (projeo-

tile fragmentation region) an opposite 

effect takes plaoe: there are less parti

oles than in nucleon-nuoleon collisions. 

This is a well established effect and has 

been seen in emulsion for many years as Fig. k shows 32 

Data from oounter experiments on 

{here, the rapidities are being measured) 
12 27 

are shown in Figs 5(a) ,Cb) ' . One oan 

see how multiplicity densities vary with V, 

hence with the atomic number of the target , 

Fig. 5£) , and with energy, Fig. 5(b). 

Note that as the energy inoreases the 

region of low rapidities (target fragmenta

tion regionJ does not change, while the 

high rapidity region (projectile fragmenta

tion region) shifts to higher rapidities. 

This data is not aoeurate enough in the 

projectile fragmentation region to show 

a deficit of multiplication for large 

rapidities. This is, however, very clearly 

seen in Fig. 6 ^ . 
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First a remark about the parametrlza-
tion used in Fig. 6. For rapidities of the 
near-forward and forward regions the inolu*-
sive invariant cross sections oan be fitted 
as follows 

EdrA 

tt3/> 
- if**' 

where A is the atomic number of the target 
and the subscript n labels the hydrogen 
target and C in *• constant. Following 
(z. 2 J we obtain for the multiplicity densi
ties 

*= c 4% 
<5 

Since 
2.8 

OT -d: A 0 ' 6 9 «•*» reaction cross 
4 27 

sections over large range of energies , 
when one finds (X 
multiplicity 

a (Xr s 0.69 the relative 

Rfr*)- <ty.dyL 

d^H 

2.9 
does not depend on 4 • *«•» ot < 0.69 
RCH. PJ\ increases with decreasing A and 
this means that there is a deficit of multi
plication. Fig. 6 shows such a defioit for 
Si ̂  6. From(2.8) we oan see that when 
« s i the multiplication is proportional 
to y" . 

In Fig. 6 the dependence on Ai is 
integrated over. It turns out that although 
0((-*L>Px) is a complicated function of pj. 
it has, for smaller values of -W , a tend-, 33 a eney to increase with px . In fact 
this effect is quite speotaoular as it was 
shown in refs 1 7 » 1 8 » 1 0 . Fig. 7 demonstrates 
that A-dependence is indeed, as in {2.7 ) 
a power law dependence. The experiment [/*J 
integrated over U. dependence so only the 

0j_ dependence of « ' s was determined for 
pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons as 
shown in Fig. 8. The same phenomenon was 

also seen in production of massive dihadron 19 states , Fig. 9. What is surprising in 
these results is that c< > 1 for large pj. . 
For low t>x o n e observes only (X S 1. 
Eq.^2.7} provides us with the following 
picture provided C cc 1 which is approxi
mately the case: Each nucléon is a source 
of partioles ejeoted into the element <* ' p 
of the momentum space. When <K = 1 the 
beams of produoed particles on each nucléon 
just add up to give the hadron-nuoleus in
clusive oross seotion. When ex < 1 the 
beams from each nuoleon get attenuated by 
the surrounding nuclear matter. Now then, 
the interesting thing is that Fig. 8 tells 
us that for large enough p± the beams from 
each nuoleon are also fed from some other 
channels to produce a beam from the target 
nucleus which is amplified by the presenoe 
of the surrounding nuolear matter. 

2fr) Lepton - nucleus interactions 
Data on lepton - nucleus interactions 

for incident particles above 20 GeV is very 
modest. The examples given below are pre
sented in a way which is parallel to the 
hadron - nucleus data we have just discussed, 

Fig. 10 shows a plot,analogous to the 
one of Fig. 6 } obtained for hadrons prod
uoed on nuclei by 20.5 GeV/o incident elec-

34 , 
trons"̂  . The exponent ex plotted in Fig. 
10 is, however, not the same as in Fig. 6: 
The ratio of the number of single-particle 
inolusive hadrons detected /gram/cm / elec
tron to the analogous number for deuterium 
was measured for ^ ; AL , â e j c , Cu- > *" 

± ^A 

and then fitted to a power of A 

*<," W 

2.10 

2.11 
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Since o( < 0 (see Fig. 10) this means that 
we see an an attenuation in the number of 

forward hadrons electroproduoed from nuclei. 

Thus this is qualitatively the some phenome-
33 non as observed in ref. •* and shown in Fig. 

6. 
Fig. 11 shows the inclusive single 

partiole density of hadrons produced in 150 

GeV u -emulsion interactions as a function 

of pseudorapidity n £an analogue of Fig.3). 
Since the average energy of the virtual 

20 
photon is & 61.7 GeV , Fig. 11 shows also 

single partiole inolusive densities tor the 
interactions: proton-emulsion at 67 GeV 

and pion-emulsion at 60 GeV. Ye can see 

that there are signifioat differences at 

the central region of pseudorapidlties. 
20 

In the experiment of ref. the ener
gies and angles of the outgoing muon were 
measured. Therefore each event was charac
terized by a definite value of the diment» 
sionless Bjorken sealing variable 

SL (£-£') TU 

t -B-

CO = 

= wrv 

2.12 
2 

where E - E' is the muon energy loss, Q -

-muon four momentum transfer squared, m -

- nucléon mass. Xn the high energy limit 

<•<-' is proportional to the lifetime of the 
virtual photon T So, T., measures the 

y distance over whioh the virtual photon can 

interaot coherently with the target nucleus; 

r(in fermis) 1= ~- Oj 

Thus, for co < 5 events, we have the fol
lowing mechanism of particle production at 

work: the inoldent partiole interaots with 

just one nucléon of the target and the 

products of this interaction, not the inci

dent partiole, can collide with the other 

nucléons of the target and produoe more 

partiole. So, at small w's, multiplication 

means cascading, and the nature of suoh 

cascading is of primary importance because 

at these huge momentum transfers and energy 

losses we presumably knock out bits of 

protons and see the results of their inter

actions with the rest of the nucleus. 

20 

Xn experiment of ref. all muon in

duced jets were divided into five Co-bins 

and the multiplicities in these bins were 

oompared with multiplicities of muon-hydro-

gen interactions. The results are shown in 

Fig. 12. Note that the multiplicities 

from emulsion are everywhere larger than 

multiplicities from hydrogen. This means 

that in the lowest ÛJ bin we see easoading. 

There is no significant difference in multi

plication of partioles at small and large 

co '& but this does not prove that the 
mechanisms of produotion are the same. 

There are also some data available on 

neutrino and antineutrino multihadron pro-
21 

duotion in the Fermllab 15 - foot bubble 
chamber filled with 6Wf> neon - 36% hydrogen 
mixture. Th.ua 96% of the interactions occur 

on Me. (A = 2o). The results are enigmati

cally simple: No differences are seen 

whioh could distinguish the hadronic states 

created by plons and neutrinos. 

3. Discussion 

3 Ça) Low-fo processes in hadron-nuoleus 
Interactions 

Let us start with the calculations of 
13 ref. whioh is representative of the most 

popular theoretical approach whioh is a 

combination of multiperipherality, "soft" 

field theory (Reggeon field theory) and the 

parton model ' ' ,and gives an approximate 
12 agreement with the data as shown In Figs 

5 ([a) , Cb) . This approach starts with sophis
ticated diagramatic teohnique whose essen

tial ingredient is the diagram of Fig. 13. 

Xt shows a space-time development of the 

Inclusive spectrum of produced hadrons in 

a collision of fast hadron with strongly 

interacting target. The initial hadron is 

assumed to be a multi-peripheral ladder of 

partons. Sinoe partons are pointlike their 

cross sections (for dimensional reasons) 

~ S hence only slow partons interaot. 

Therefore the Interaction of the incident 

hadron takes some time before it produces 

slow enough parton to interaot with the 

target. The faster is the hadron the more 

time it takes - from the moment of its pro-

- 5 -
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auction - to Interaot. In faot the formula 

(l.2) takes just this effect into account. 

So the graph of Fig. 13 implies the rela

tion (fl.2)11. 

In hadron - nucleus collisions where 

many collisions take place one constructs 

- from elements shown in Fig. 13 - a multi

tude of diagrams vhose relevance is often 

difficult to appreciate. Sinoe one cannot 

calculate all of them and one has no sys

tematic way of constructing approximate 
22 10 solutions, this general approach ' 

forms merely a framework for many possible 

more specifio models. 

Let us go baok to the results of ref. 
13 

. In order to obtain numerical results 

for comparison with experiment the sophis

ticated diagramatio description has to be 

supplemented with tree extra inputs: 

(i) the distribution of the number of col

lisions, £ (y) , (fii) the hadron-nueleon 

rapidity distributions of secondaries } 

n*tyEù (fiii) the distribution of 

energies among a given number of hadron-. 

nucléon collisions, p(E,e,... tfy } . In ref. 
3 : (l) is the same as our Eq//4/£.)which 

is a simple probabilistic expression, 

(ii) is a fit to the existing experimental 

data, (ill) is just an arbitrary phenome-

nologioal assumption. The extra assumptions 

Ci) -(ill) do not oome from any field the-

oretio or parton model considerations nev

ertheless they completely determine the 

rapidity distribution in hadron nucleus 

collisions presented in Figs 5 (a) , Ôt>). In 

fact the hadron - nucleus rapidity distrib
utions of 13 

:/ 
3.1 X 

with 

normalized fde,...dey />(!?,e,...?,) = /'. 
E is here the energy of the incident hadron 
and F(y) the normalized probability of y 
collisions (see Appendix). 

Eq.(3.1) has a simple olassioal-proba-

bilistio interpretation: the hadron -

nucleus rapidity distribution is an aver

aged sum of all possible hadron-nucleon 

rapidity distributions. The method of 

averaging is a purely phenomenological 

assumption with the restriction imposed 

that each nuoleon of the target nucleus can 

interact only once. Thus one may wonder 

whether the calculated curves shown in 

Figs 5Ca)»Cb) have anything to do with 

"soft" field theory, multipherality or 

parton model. 

The following classical calculation, 

relevant to the above, has recently been 
23 done following an old suggestion of ref. 

2k 
. Let us assume that in a hadron-nuoleon 

oollision there exists a "leading particle 

which carries away a substantial fraction 

of the energy brought in by the incident 

partiole. This leading particle hits the 

nucléons while it traverses the target 

nuoleus and at each collision looses a 

f-raotion of its energy and produoes objects 

which after a time t (1.2) become hadrons. 

» 

The rapidity distribution of hadrons from 
each interaction, ^^HC^,^) w e &&& from 

experiments on hadron-hydrogen interactions 

after subtracting the leading particle from 

all interactions exrcept the last one. For 

a target nuoleus with A nucléons we have 

3.2 

(at) 

v -"Tue "leading particle" may consist, in 

faot, of few fast partioles dlffraotively 

generated from the inoident particle. In 

the ease of inoident pions the role of the 

"leading particle" may be played by e.g. 

3-7T systems diffraotively produced. 
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with the same notation as In (2,2.). Ve 

have still to decide on the sequence of 

energies (the incident energy E~ is given) : 
Bl} £~j_ j... . A reasonable starting point 

is to use B^ = (I-K) Ë i where K is the Ine
lasticity coefficient ̂ fraction of energy 

transfered to secondaries), which has been 

measured in many oosmio ray experiments and 

its average found to be « 0.5. Now all 

elements of (3.2) are specified and Fig. 3 

show some of the results of preliminary 

calculations with K s 0.55 compared 

with experiment' •*. The "soft" field theory 

(Reggeon field theory} oan also accomodate 

this model of the "leading particle casoade" 
26 

• 

A few oomments are in order here. The 

first is that the predictive power of the 

"soft" field theory is very low: to get 

numerioal results one has to make phenomeno-

logioal assumptions and the soft field the

ory is, at present, just a loose framework 

for various phenomenological approaches. 

The second is that the agreement with ex-
23 périment, especially of ref. , is very 

Impressive. The third is that if the con

frontation of the forthcoming, more aoou>-

rate, data with the calculations of the 
23 kind given in ref. remains as impressive 

as it is today we should draw a pessimlstio 

conclusion: the low-̂ j. production pro

cesses are well described by a simple su

perposition of the hadron-nuoleon distribu

tions and we are not going to learn from 

them anything new exoept that production 

takes place over large longitudinal dis

tances- . On* should stress however that 

before reaching such conclusion one must 

test the models against much more detailed 

data. 

I personally hope that these models 

will fail to reproduce these new, more 

aocurate, data. Let us therefore disouss 

One is tempted to apply at this point the 

principle of "Oooam's razor": "Beings ought 

not to be multiplied exoept out of necessi

ty" , and ignore the soft field theory as a 

tool for description of low-p,. phenomena. 

mechanisms of low-pj. production which 

explioitely involve the internal structure 

of hadrons. A reasonable starting point is 

to acoept that the incident hadron, f\ , is 
composed of fvf, constituents which one oan 
most naturally identify with constituent 

quarks. Our constituents are not pointlike 

and eaoh carries a finite fraction of the 

momentum of the incident hadron and is 

responsible for a finite fraction of the 

cross seotion: pc»jpj 0Zp «_^af/1 for the proton, 

fl z£/> > Ql„ajt °*p f o r *°* Pi 0 1 1* Thus Instead 

of pointlike partons of the "soft" field 

theory we introduoe lumps of hadronic matter 

(or lumps of partons ) as "sources" of partl-

ole production. The assumption which ena

bles one to compute many characteristics of 

various production processes is 5' that 

the contribution to the central rapidity 

region of one const! tut en t interacting with 

the target Is Independent of the target*1*; 

The probabilistic conoepts developed in 

Appendix for hadron-nuoleua Interactions 

oan be applied here to compute e.g. the 

average number of interacting constituents 

In the incident hadron 

<r = 
^%T 

Çr 3.3 
where Ç is the inelastic cross seotion of 

the cons ti tu tent c with the target T" , and 

J4r is the inelastic oross seotion of the 
hadron A with the target T . 

An immediate eonsequenoe of our assump

tion is that any composite system interacting 

with one constituent produces the same den

sity of particles in the central region. 
of 

The density produced partioles Is therefore 

proportional to the number of constituents 

in the projectile colliding with one con

stituent. This "unit" of particle produc

tion may be visualized as a tube out out 

from the projectile by one constituent 

going along a straight line. 

One oan give arguments supporting this 

assumption D' but it will remain a pheno

menological step whioh only successful pre

dictions oan Justify. 
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*«4rfr>__ WIT _ Tjf 

"S« 
T O 

3.* 

Note that (3.&) is invariant against the 

transformation 4\ £ i T . 

From ^3.4) ire oan get various ratios 

of multiplicities in the oentral region of 

rapidities. Relative (to hydrogen) hadron-

nucleus A multiplicities: 

% * & - # 

3±~ 
3.5 

is the average number 

^ y %L -. 
U *<& 

«here V = liE* 

of collisions in C°-, A) collisions ( see 
Appendix). Note that(3.5^ implies that 

fin the oentral region of rapidities) the 

ratio of pion to proton-nucleus multiplic

ities is^ 

<ty _ B±^ 
d.f!fA 

S^k 
«fo^c ^ 0 " K 

Sa 
ÇrA 

& 
^ 

and t h e y weakly on energy. Also <r_ ^ 
28 .5 A 0 , 7 5 mb and <J~ * 46 A 0 , 6 9 mb. One 
g e t s 

Loi A 
-c.oé 

3.8 

this ratio, properly averaged for 60 GeV 

pions and protons interacting vith emulsion, 

is o.84. The experiment, Fig. 11, for the 

oentral region 1.99 <0 < 2.76 gives 0.87. 
For the same parametrization of oross 

sections and taking Gl , = 10 mb we obtain 

R (y J * i.oz y., 
pA rA fA 

p. CENTRAL H6<HOH — o.to 

3.9 

Fig. 14 compares (3.9) with the 50 GeV 

data for the same as above central region 

of rapididies 2 7 . From0 . k \ & . 2 ) and the 

fit to (rA given above one oan also obtain 

the inclusive oross seotion 

3.6 

and the ratio of their relative (to hydro

gen ) multiplicities is 

y *A - %A K« 
<%A VpH 

3.7 

Since ( T ^ j ^ the ratios (3.6) and £3.7) 

are within this approximation, equal. One 

oan estimate (3.6) an (3.7) knowing that 

at 30-60 GeV 01 - 21.2 mb and (t - 32.3 mb 

— ——_— - Z L — ^ 
* Note that in ref, 1 5 the ratio (3.6) is 

given « jsf*. This is different from our 
3 UJTA 

result although numerically is very close 

J^-CsnTKAI. RtïQ'V/ 

^ 
<Mj = 1.2 1 A 

3.10 

In Fig. 6 we compare it with experiment. 

Note that the central region at 300 GeV 

should go no further than tA-x.1/-, hence 
the region of k > ^i is outside of the 
rapidity of (3.10). 

From this model of constituent quarks 

interacting with nucleus one can also com

pute multiplicities of specified secondary 

hadrons at X x. £ and •£ -v i (*015 At 

£ « -r production of '. secondary protons is 

determined by the probabilities of absorb
ing one quark, 

where I ft 

AtJltï production of 

is the Feynman scaling variable Jt = . - » 

r«/i< ' ^ s * n o maximum longitudinal 

momentum which a particle oan< have in the 

cms. So, -X is the longitudinal momentum 
in cms soaled into the interval ( -1, +l) . 
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secondary plons and kaone is given by the 

probabilities of absorbing two quarks and 

some quark combinatories. The computed 

yields are found In a reasonable agreement 

with the data at ~ 20 GeV 1 5 . 

Ve olose this section with a few 

general remarks. From the phenomenologioal 

models within the framework of the "soft" 

field theory "" J we seem to be getting 

an almost trivial picture of hadron-nueleus 

interactions at low fix which reduoes to 

hadron-nuoleon collisions: after splitting 

hadrons Into infinitely many pointlike 

partons we end up with the statement that 

we do not need any knowledge of the inter

nal struoture of hadrons to aooount for 

hadron-nueleus Interactions. Henoe nuclei 

are uninteresting targets for low-f»x phe

nomena. However one should check many 

things before one aooepts such conclusion. 

In particular the yields of various parti
ng 

cles may tell us to what an extent 

nuclei distort hadron-nucleon production. 

Vhen the constituent quarks are the 

sources of production one expects these 

yields to be distorted and one can predlot 

what they should be (for the first attempt 

see ref. ) . The discussion given above 
gives some idea how the constituent quark 

description of low-£>x production can be 

implemented. It certainly has more pre

dictive power than the "soft" field theory 

and thus is more attractive. 

3 (b~) Large-gj. Processes ln_hadron-nuoleus 

interactions 

First let us point out that the anti-

shadowing effeot shown in Fig. 8, henoe 

the stronger than ~ A dependence of the 

inclusive cross seotion at large p ± , is 

also reasonably well represented by the 

formula 18 

tt-'MftiMA+cjtfA* 

3.11 

where 1 speoifies the outgoing particle 

and a, b and o are positive. Eq.(JJ.1l) . 
/(«(tu) 

not only can itiimi ok the standard f\ 

dependence fitted in experiment but it also 

suggests that the effeot of antishadowing 

comes from incoherent multiple' collisions 

within nuoleus: Ve identify the first term 

with the contribution of "soft" (.loM-pj^ 
processes which are slow and take plaoe 

over long dlstanees of the order of nuolear 

diameter or more, so the particles are not 

produoed Inside the nuoleus but, more likely, 

outside. The coefficient CL^. C<p±) is a rap
idly decreasing f unotion of jpx . Henoe 

forth we shall discuss only processes at 

large p x thus neglecting the first term 

in (3.1l) • For large p x's the production 

prooesses become fast, the products of the 

first Interaction are created deep inside 

of nuoleus and can interact again before 

leaving nuoleus. 

Let us discuss the mechanisms of the 

stronger than ~A dependence of production 

of large-p x objeots in one and two inter

actions : 

(i) The Incoming particle I produces at 1 

a large-Pi objeot <S whioh leaves the 

nuoleus . 

(ii) I produoes at 1 a large-p x object S 
which subsequently, through another large 

-Cpj_~bx ) scattering at 2 emerge» as a 

large-Pj. objeot 3 . 

(iii) I produces at 1 a large- (bj.-Apj3 

objeot Q whioh subsequently converts into 

a large-p x object <S" through a small-^pj. 

process at 2. 

To estimate dependence on A we 00m-

pute the probabilities of these meohanisms: 

t>(£) -v J\ f because there are A nuclé

ons in the target, f>(±±) and p fill) ~ A ' ' 2 , 
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because once the Interaction Inside the 
nucleus takes place the average number of 
nucléons on the path of produoed objeot Is 
proportional to the nuclear radius, hence 
to . Note that any extra Internal ool-.</3 lision brings another faotor A . S o , 
single, double, triple etc interactions 
contribute terms with * A , ~A 3 , ~A ^ etc 
dependences, respectively. Note also that 
the signs of all (i) - (ill) additive pro
cesses are possitive because (il) and(111) 
add to the beam of SCfu) of Ci), draining 
the other beams: 5fpl) and Q (f>±) . Our 
description Implies that If we included an 
attenuation of S(pj.) in Ci) va would have 
to subtract particles from the S(f>_i) beam 
and have dependence weaker than ~A of the 
production in (i) . Ve shall not oonsider 
here these attenuation corrections. 

Adding (i) + (ii) or (i) + (ill) or 
(i) + (it) + (ill) we get (3.1l). The prob
lem remains however of calculating the ooef-
fioients and fitting the data. As far as 
X know, nobody obtained a complete and 
convincing explanation of the results of 
refs '» so far. The most striking fea
ture of the data is that the antishadowing 
depends very strongly on the outgoing, 
detected, particle: 

«*±Ow.i)»u ; «pffaj* fi)*/.' 

This suggests that the quantum numbers of 
the objeots talrtng part in large- p^ produc
tion are relevant. For instanoe it is dif
ficult to Imagine only real partioles tak
ing part in the prooeas: The differences 
between different partioles are too small, 
when we take the other extremity and acoept 
that quarks are the objects S and Q of (i) 
- (Hi) and higher order prooesses,we do 
indeed get large differences ; between dif
ferent outgoing partioles. Suppose the 
objeot Q is a quark. Production of large 
-pi pion is achieved by oombining this 
quark, at 2, with an antiquark and we get 

On the other hand, to produoe proton a 
quark needs two interactions (two quarks), 
at 2 and 3 (not marked in CiiiJ). Thus 

d> 

This means that 0t_""«'»"'-«•"» < ^ effective effective 
r which is indeed the case. This approach, 

however, runs also into serious troubles 
when we try to describe production of 

3*5 strange partioles . Perhaps the objects 
S, Q etc. are multi-quark objeots but not 
physical partioles? The problem is still 
open. Ve shall come back to it when we 
discuss deep inelastic lepton-nucleus 

36-39 interactions. In refs one can find 
discussion}of various aspects of large-
production on nuclei. 

3(c) High energy lepton Interactions 
with nuclei 
Multlhadron production by high energy 

leptons opens new possibilities of inves
tigating short time development of high 
energy interactions. In many respects 
lepton-nucleus multlhadron production 
looks similar to hadron-nucleus production. 
For instance the attenuation of the forward 

34 electroproduoed hadrons at 20 GeV J , Fig. 
10, is qualitatively similar to the forward 
production in neutron-nucleus interactions 
at <* 300 GeV 3 3,Fig.6. Unfortunately,at 
low-pj. , there is still little to compare 
or to analyze. Let us therefore make a few 
general remarks. 

As we saw in the oase of hadron-
nuoleus interactions the average number 
of collisions, y , of the Incident parti
cle is an important quantity which charac
terizes multiparticle production. V has 
a well defined probabilistic interpretation 
for nondiffraotive hadronic collisions 
(see the Appendix}. This is, in general, 
not so fox* leptonic interactions. Ve 
prefer, therefore, to consider a quantity 
C , called shadow henceforth, which is 
always well defined and which is uniquely 
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related to V when the number of collisions 

does have a probabilistic interpretation. 

For any process ë whose cross sections are 

measured on proton, G~Hfi) ; and a nucleus, 

(T. (|0 , the shadow is defined as follows 

s 3.12 

When ^ is an nondiffractive produotion 

process and the Incident particle is a 

hadron 

C = ^ -
' 3.13 

Examples of shadows for hadron-nuoleus 

interactions : 

I. 200 GeV protons onU 1 2 , g -total 
A y*-1 nondiffractive production, C = — ~ 0.75. 

II. ~ 300 GeV neutrons on CM. » £ -inolusive 

produotion at M * 8, C = M w f y V"' «. 0.9. 

III. Large-b, production by protons on 
18 

C^ , £ -inclusive production at px 

« 6 GeV. Outgoing protons C'I-A"^'' 
~ -4.3, outgoing pions Cx -0.52. 

So, attenuation is characterized by positive 

G ( shadowing) while large-pa production 

by negative C, ( antishadowing) . 

There are measurements available of 

Ĉ  (§) and 0"w (f ) when £ is the inelastio 

electron [union) scattering but at com

paratively low energies (~ 10 GeVj . 

Throughout the whole investigated region 

of Q and CO Cwas found small but with 
ko 

both signs . These experiments show 

that C is a very relevant characteristic 

of inelastic reactions, and they force us 

to revise the standard vector meson dom-
k\ inance model . Unfortunately, at very 

La-
high energies the shadows for Inê stioally 
scattered leptons were not measured. 

Let us discuss briefly multipartiole 

produotion associated with photoproduction 

(or eleotro-, or muoproduction) of ve'ctor kz mesons and with low shadows . Vhen a 
vector meson of mass Tnv is produced by the 

incident photon (real or virtual^ of ener

gy E the localization of production is 

given by the inverse of the longitudinal 

momentum transfer 

3.14 
So, for light mesons e.g. ç (*u«. 0.7 GeV) 

and £ = 200 GeV, û~- X 80 fm while for 

very heavy meson e.g. Ï (7Mp %, 9 GeVj and 
B ~ 200 GeV, A/, ̂  0.5 fm. Moreover the 

o -nucléon oross section is of the order 
of the n -nuoleon cross seotion but X -
nucléon oross section is less than 1 mb. 

Consequently one should expect at high 

enough energies of Inoident photons with 

0 -trigger a produotion of particles very 

much as in 7T -nucleus collisions and the 

shadow, C , of the Inoident photon to be 

approximately equal to that of pion. 

Instead, the photons with T -trigger 

should have C« 0 and the production pro

cess should provide us with a very important 

piece of information on interaction of sec

ondaries. Indeed, In this case, the number 

of collisions of T is expeoted to be close 

to 1, therefore any increase of multiplic

ity relative to the multiplicity of parti

cles produced on hydrogen targets must be 

attributed to the existence of oasoading 

of produced partioles in the target nucleus. 

Note that in the models of low- px particle 
13 ik 

production discussed above ' suoh cas
cading is neglected altogether and yet 
there is a very good agreement with data. 

Produotion of partioles associated 

with inelastic e (h) -nuoleus scattering 
can also be of considerable importance for 

understanding short-time development of 

production. Fig. 11 shows that, although 

the pseudorapidity distributions of multi

plicities are similar for inoident virtual 

photons, peotons and pions of equivalent 

energies, there are also some relevant 

differences. For instance in the oentral 

region of pseudorapidities we have 

A M* dri? 
— - < < 

3.15 

Since the large and small pseuderapidity 

regions differ little we also have 
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k. Conclusions 

***<*?<*» and R^R^R*'. 

3.16 

An attempt to explain these Inequalities 

for pions and protons was disonssed above. 

It Is an Interesting question hov and why 

the muoproduotlon fits into (3.153 and 

C3.16). 
The evidence of oasoadlng shown in 

Fig. 12 is of great interest beoause at 

small CO S we may be knocking out of nude-

ons their fragments (quarks? groups of 

quarks? J which then interact with the rest 
of the nucleus. To say something more 

about these interactions one would have to 

do a better experiment which would measure 

relative multiplicities for fixed Cù<!> as a 
function of increasing energy loss of lepton 

(E- E ' ) . Then we could say whether e.g. 

the ejected system fragments into hadrons, 

as in the case of deep inelastio production 

on a free nucléon, which then easoade, or 

whether the nuclear matter surrounding the 

hit nuoleon Interferes with fragmentation. 

If indeed the ejected system has to fragment 

before Interacting, the relative multipli

city should approach unity as E-£ increases 

beoause of time dilation effect whioh would 

push fragmentation outside of the target 

nu. leus. As we can see an Improvement of 

the measurements shown in Fig. 12 oould 

greatly help In understanding of large-

production results of refa ' . In fact 

it would be very interesting to repeat a 
17 Cronin-type of experiment with Inoldent 

leptons. Then, the analysis of the results 

would be simpler beoause the prooess of 

production would be Initiated by a point

like Inoident particle. 

This concludes this strongly biased 

outline of high energy particle Interactions 

with nuoiai. 

1. Hadron induoed low-pj. processes give 

evidence for a delay in production of 

particles which takes place along large, 

of the order of magnitude of nuclear 

diameters or more, longitudinal dis

tances. It is not dear whether suoh 

processes will tell us something inter

esting about the internal struoture of 

hadrons. More accurate and detailed 

data which are forthcoming may clarify 

the situation. 

2. Clearly, hadron induoed large-px pro

cesses are more sensitive to the inter» 1 

hadronlc structure. Understanding of 

the existing data is still far from sat

isfactory and muoh work is to be done. 

Important help may come from deep ine

lastic lepton-nuoleus interactions. 

3. Lepton induoed productions of hadrons 

on nuolel are still in their infancy. 

Thus it is fitting to oherish great 

expectations for them. Indeed, various 

possibilities of productions assooiated 

with experimentally controlled leptonlo 

kinematics may help penetrate mysteries, 

of short-time development of production 

processes. 

Many discussions'of the topics of these 

lectures with Professor AndrzeJ Bialas are 

gratefully acknowledged. 
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Apgendlx 

Probabilistic Calculations of Cross Sections 

and Averages 

Hadron-nucleus reaction cross section 

at the impact parameter •% is 

<r»Hk)~ \d\...d\ ltCn...rA)j 

crr

fA)= y^haffr) i 

A1 

where x„ is the ground state wave function 

of the target nucleus, a~r(-£) - the dimen-

sionless Impact parameter distribution of 

the hadron-nucleon inelastic oross section 

normalized as follows 

i.(î)wA~ktï is the proba

bility that the target is left in the ground 

state) 

^ (ih i-{i~[m)-^i)l}' 

with 

/' 

3(£)=Jk*D£K<£-i) > 
A7 

for a purely imaginary elastic amplitude. 

The term - <T/T(^ ) takes oare of the fact 

that some interactions leave the target 

nucleus in its ground state, hence do not 

contribute to inelastic cross section 

Assuming the elastic amplitude to be 

purely imaginary one can oaloulate it from 

the optical theorem 

£T r = dx4 <rr d ) 

.2. A 
A2 

Approximating )%(* • r.)\ X TT^fr.) 
we have /t"' 

°?ftfe)= I - [!-&*(*>]* 
A3 

where 

§(i) = ^D(tk(i-i) 
A4 

+O0 

Dte)= \d*.c(i.i), jk"dhay-1 
AS 

To see that (3) does indeed originate from 

probability calculus one can re-write it 

A /A A-v 

A6 

where the consecutive terms correspond to 

exactly one, two, three etc collisions 

with the target nucleus. 

Similarly, for the total inelastic 

cross seotion, one gets ( Note: Cl-f+arf ) 
V. "fc çJL ' 

£r(*) = irci)f+o?cO 
A8 

Using (7 ) as an imput we get from^BJ: 

AQ 

This is the well known formula of the 

Glauber model for the elastic amplitude 

in the Impact parameter representation . 

Indeed, it turns out that the Glauber 

model oross seotions are identical with 

expressions gotten from olassioal proba

bility calculus. To oomplete the proof 

let us recall the formula for quasielastio 

oross section of the Glauber model 

-CA) 

<>£...«(<:)-D-asfc)] 
A -O-^h^aîl . 

Aio 

The reaction oross section is 
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= ^rrt)-ira)r-^, ) S(i) 

A11 
From (lo) and £9) we get 

Vhlch oompletes the proof. 

Sinoe 

A12 

».«£.- u t - < & -cr; 

«0 
A13 

It follows that also %.<!. is given by the 

same formula (10) in both approaches. From 

(8^ and (9^ we get the expression for the 

total oross section 

Al4 

There are good measurements of <Ty 
for> 4 GeV neutrons [ta] and 0*5* calcu

lated from the above formula is compared 

with these measurements in Fig. 15. Ve can 

see that it agrees within 5-7$. The dif

ference one atributes to the "inelastic 

shadowing" which comes from diffraotive 

production prooesses which we negleoted 

altogether in our discussion. 

In presentation of experimental and 

theoretioal results one commonly uses the 

average number of collisions which, in 

hadron-nueleus collisions, is defined 

as follows 

r 

where 

A-v 

A15 

!>(>,&)* tfXi-Srt) &&)) 
AI6 

is the probability of y hits and A-y 
misses at the impaot parameter b. One 

computes (A15) using the generating func

tion 

v*c 

- {//-«vJ^ôv*! 
A17 

Since 

!><t> 
9 - - IL^^t)-A^(é) 3 JC 

' o c - / V-l 
A18 

we g e t from (A.\$),(KI%) , (AZ) , (À.k) and 

— _ / ^ < r *-
y ~ "*=*> * A19 

When both oolliding objeots are treated 

as composite (e.g. two nuclei with A and 

B nucléons) one can use (A19J to compute, 

in each object, the average number of hit 

constituents. The average numbers of hit 

nuoleons in the nuclei A and B are, respec

tively, 

- , , . A<r}b> _ 
WA(l) 

Bo-/*' 

<r CAB) ^ . w ) - - ^ > 

-CB) 

of 6 J 

A20 
where (S^°J is the nuoleon-nuoleus B 
reaction oross section and <TC is the 

r 

nucleus A - nucleus B reaction cross sec

tion. Eqs <fA20J are also being used to 

describe production prooesses through 

interactions of constituent quarks ('see 

Seotion 3 ) . Note that in all nuclear 

interactions the averages (JM 9 J and ( A20j 

can be oomputed from directly measured 

quantities. 
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Fig. 5(a) Rapidity distributions of multi
plicities for various nuolei in 
200 GeV proton-nuoleus collisions 
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(b) Rapidity distributions of multi-
plioities for various energies of 

27 Incident protons 
Also theoretical curves of multi-
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shown. 
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